
DNA

Defined in many ways - from scientific 
to, esoteric to mystical. 

In truth, it simply means Divine 
Natural Awareness.   This natural 
awareness exists as part of your 

naturalness. It always was and always 
is. It exists in every minute particle of 

you. Every cell of every organ is 
encoded with this natural awareness.  
And what is this awareness you carry? 

The knowingness of your Soul and it’s 
sacred connection to all and Oneness. 
This divine natural awareness (DNA) is 
impacted and is being impacted by your 

thoughts and beliefs.  

In the human energy systems, there are 
144 places where the energies of your 
DNA are stored. These 144 points are 
not just in your physical body but in 
your six other innate bodies - physical, 
mental, emotional, auric body, etheric 
body, casual body, subtle light body.  

All these bodies interact with you 
simultaneously and your thoughts and 
feelings are generated from all these 

bodies.
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Hence you display different emotions 
and feelings - sometimes acting out of 
love, sometimes displaying anger etc. 
Each of these bodies have different 
layers of consciousness and auric field 
and your thoughts gets embedded into 
the auric energy of these bodies and it 
impacts your Divine Natural Awareness 

(DNA). 

This means, you are continually 
inputting data into your DNA. 

Your DNA holds all the energies of all 
the inputs as a present moment 

consciousness - as there is no past, 
present or future - only NOW.   It 

also means, from all the experiences you 
have had in your life, the data from 
that experience is encoded in your 

DNA. 
One of the truths about your DNA is 

that you can input new information and 
it will hold this as a Now Moment 

Consciousness.

In your prayers and meditations, make 
it a point to bring the awakened 

energies of peace, love, truth, joy etc
into your DNA structures by verbalizing 
it. Then stay in that energy field for a 

few minutes.  
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Breathe in the energy of all planets and 
especially the Sun energy and through 
intent spread these energies into your 
DNA. This process is called Recoding of 

DNA and it will become your new 
Divine Natural Awareness.

You can also invoke the energies of your 
guides and angels and spread into your 
DNA.  Make a statement that you are 
bringing this new awareness to enhance 

your divine natural awareness.

In the similar way, start programming 
with the new energies of what you 

require in life. In the same manner, you 
can also, through intent disconnect 

from many of the energies you want to 
discard. 

You are in command of your life 
energies - you can add, remove and 
replace the energies through these 

simple techniques. 
Step into the role of your Life 

Creation.
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